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Abstract. It is conjectured that the image U of a domain D , under an ana-

lytic multivalued function K , satisfies U n dU C OxeD^W if the values of

K are polynomially convex sets. We prove that this conjecture is true in the

two special cases when K is convex-valued and polar-valued.

This paper is concerned with the extension of the classical open mapping

theorem for holomorphic functions to the more general setting of analytic mul-

tivalued (a.m.v.) functions. This problem was first considered by T. J. Ransford

in [Rl] where, although special cases are proved, examples are given that pre-

clude a general theorem. However the counterexamples given there leave open

the following

Conjecture. Let D be a domain and K an a.m.v. function defined on D whose

values are polynomially convex sets. Denote by U the image of D, i.e. If —

\JX€D K(k). Then we have U n d U C r\6D X(k).

In particular this would imply that U is open whenever f)X€DK(X) is empty.

In this note we shall prove that this conjecture is true in two special cases. In

the first theorem K(k) will be a convex set, while in the second K(k) will be

a polar set. It is interesting to note that these represent extreme examples of

polynomially convex sets in the sense that convex sets are rather "fat," while

polar sets are very "thin."

Before stating our theorems, let us recall the relevant definitions. Here k(C)

denotes the set of nonempty compact subsets of C, and D a domain in the

complex plane. We say that a multivalued function defined on a topological

space X is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if for every open set V, the set

{X e X: K(X) c V} is open in X .

Definition. A multivalued function K : D —> k(C) is analytic if it satisfies the

following conditions:

( 1 )   AT is upper semicontinuous.

(2) Whenever D\ is an open subset of D,  K an open neighbourhood of

Gr(/C|Dl) = {(X, z) : X e Dx,  z e K(X)} and \p(X, z) a plurisubhar-
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monic function on V , then the function

«P(A) = sup{^(A, z):zeK(X)}

is subharmonic on Dx.

An alternative definition is provided by the following deep result:

Theorem [SI]. The function K : D —> k(C) is analytic if and only if it is upper

semicontinuous and the open set {(X, z) : X e D,  z g K(X) } is pseudoconvex.

A classical example of an a.m.v. function is the spectrum of an analytic

family of elements of a Banach algebra. Applications to functional analysis can

be found for instance in [A] or [SI].

As for the classical version, the proof of our first open mapping theorem will

be based on the following multivalued analogue of Rouché's Theorem.

Theorem [R2]. Suppose (k, t) *->■ Kt(k) : D x [0, 1] —> k(C) is upper semicon-

tinuous and that

( 1 ) for each fixed t e [0, 1 ], Kt is analytic on D,
(2) for each fixed k e D, Kt(k) is continuous on [0, 1].

Then

Kq(D)AKx(D)c    (J   K,(Q.
C€dD

i€[0,l]

Consider a multivalued function K analytic on the unit disc A, u.s.c. on

A, and such that K(Q is convex for all Ç e dA. It follows from the proof of

Theorem 1 of [B-R] that for any fixed zn e K(0), one can construct a function

h e H°°(A) such that h(0) = z0 and, for all Ç e dA,

dist(h(k), K(Q) -* 0   ask^C, k e A.

We shall make this into a multivalued function by defining H(k) = {h(k)}

on A and H(Q ( Ç e dA ) as the cluster set of h at £, i.e.

H(Q = {z:3kneA, Xn -> Ç,  h(Xn) -+ z}.

The resulting multivalued function is analytic on A, u.s.c. on Â and satisfies

H(Q c K(Q for all ÇedA.

Theorem 1. Let K : D —> /c(C) be an a.m.v. function whose values are convex

sets. Then U n d U c f)X€D K(X).

Proof. Let z0 e U DdU. We will show that for any ko such that z0 € K(ko)

we have zq e K(ko + re,e) for all 6 e [0, 2n] and r small enough. It will then

follow by upper semicontinuity and connectedness that zq e f]X€DK(k).

Let r be such that {k : \k - ko\ < r} c D. Without loss of generality, we

may assume that ko = 0 and r = 1. For ke A and t e [0, 1 ], let

K,(k) = tK(X) + (Í -t)H(k)

where H(k) is defined as above. Applying Rouché's theorem we get

(1) K(A)AH(A)c    (J    Kt(C)=  (J K(Q,
C6ÔA {69A

i€[0,l]
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where the last equality follows from the convexity of K and H c K. If h were

not constant, then H(A) would contain an open neighbourhood of zq , so it

would contain points of C\K(D), contradicting (1). So h = zq and zq e K(Q

for all C e 3A.   D

The proof of our second theorem rests on the following result of A. Sadullaev.

Theorem [Sa]. Suppose K : D —> /c(C) is an a.m.v. function whose values are

polar sets. Then there is a function ip : D x C —► [-00, 00) which is plurisubhar-

monic on DxC and pluriharmonic on DxC\Gx(K) and is such that ip =-00

on Gx(K).

For an u.s.c. function K : D —> k(C) and z0 e U we define

L(zq) = {keD:z0e K(k)}

and note that L(zq) is a closed set. We then have

Theorem [Rl]. Suppose that for some z0 e U there is an open set Dx c D such

that
0 4 L(zq)\-)Dx CCD|.

Then zq eintU.

Theorem 2. Let K : D —> k(C) be an a.m.v. function whose values are polar

sets. Then U n d U c f\XeD K(k).

Proof. Let y/ be the plurisubharmonic function given by Sadullaev's theorem.

For zq e U,
L(Zq) = {k: \p(k, Zq) = -00},

and so, since y/(k, zq) is a subharmonic function of k, the set L(zq) is polar

or is the whole of D. We choose zq e U n d U, and suppose for a contradiction

that L(zq) is polar. We can find r > 0 such that

{k:\k- k0\ - r} n L(zq) = 0.

Denoting {A : |A — An| < r} by Dx , we then have

0 4L(zq)DDx CCDx,

and so conclude that zq e int U, a contradiction. Thus L(zn) = D, or equiv-

alently z0 e n¿eDK(k).   D
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